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Lucy Panesar | LCC Project Manager and Wikimedian in Residence

Alex Goodall | LCC Student and Decolonising Wikipedia Assistant

Sam Baraitser Smith | SLG ‘Festival of Empire’ Young Researcher

https://decolonisingwikipedianetwork.myblog.arts.ac.uk/
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Key stats about internet + Wikipedia

According to Whose Knowledge (2018):

⬛ Globally, 51% of humans are online 

⬛ 75% of the world’s population from the global South

⬛ Online content skewed towards rich, Western countries

⬛ 20% of the world edits about 80% of Wikipedia’s global content 

⬛ 1 in 9-10 of the editors self-identifies as female
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https://whoseknowledge.org/decolonizing-

the-internet-conference

https://whoseknowledge.org/decolonizing-the-internet-conference


Key stats about Wikipedia

According to Graham, DeSabbata and Zook (2015, p.97) :

⬛ In the US and UK 85% / 78% content is created locally - by their own citizens

⬛ In Africa less than 5% of their content is created locally
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Graham, DeSabbata and Zook (2015) “Towards a study of 

information geographies:(im)mutable aug-mentations and a 

mapping of the geographies of information.” Geography and 

Environment 2, no. 1: 88–105, 90.

https://rgs-ibg.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1002/geo2.8


Decolonising Wikipedia x 
London’s Colonial Her/Histories
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UAL x Wikimedia UK Knowledge Exchange project for 2021-22 

Has aimed to:

⬛ Develop an understanding of the role that Wikipedia can play in 

decolonisation*

⬛ Expand the Decolonising* Wikipedia Network across UAL

⬛ Prompt and support people to edit and create Wikipedia pages related to 

London’s colonial her/histories and legacies

https://blog.wikimedia.org.uk/2021/04/what-does-decolonisation-mean-for-wikipedia/
https://decolonisingwikipedianetwork.myblog.arts.ac.uk/


*Decolonising / Decolonisation
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Statement on the Decolonising Wikipedia Network homepage:

Decolonisation is not a metaphor or synonym for diversity and inclusion 

work (Tuck and Yang, 2012); it is about equity, justice and reparation 

for those whose lives and life chances have been and continue to be 

negatively affected by colonisation. Under British colonial 

rule, entire communities and nations suffered the loss or oppression of 

traditional knowledge and ways of knowing, and other forms of 

epistemicide. The legacy of this continues to influence knowledge 

production and dissemination to this day. 

https://decolonisingwikipedianetwork.myblog.arts.ac.uk/
https://clas.osu.edu/sites/clas.osu.edu/files/Tuck%20and%20Yang%202012%20Decolonization%20is%20not%20a%20metaphor.pdf


Decolonising Wikipedia x 
London’s Colonial Her/Histories
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UAL in-curricula → Extra-curricula → External orgs →



In + Extra-Curricula at the 

London College of Communication
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Established in November 2020



Own experience
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Editing the Wikipedia page for New 

York City Cabaret Law / Repeal

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_City_Cabaret_Law#Repeal


DWN extra-curricula
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DWN editathons
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DWN in-curricula: Sound Arts
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DWN in-curricula: MA Photojournalism
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DWN in-curricula: BSc Creative Computing
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Task 01: finding the bots! [ ⏰ 30min]

Go to a random Wikipedia page, click on 'view history' and find which bots have 

been operating;

● click on the bots you find to better understand how exactly they operate;

● can you find any source code? if so take a look into it;

Continue you exploration, and collect five other different bots;

Task 02: quick dive into licenses on Wikimedia [ ⏰ 15min]

● find five different images holding five different types of licenses;

Add your finding on bots and image licenses into Padlet;

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
https://artslondon.padlet.org/jchicau/jbwx5l9jdcs4qsrr
https://artslondon.padlet.org/jchicau/jbwx5l9jdcs4qsrr


DWN in-curricula: MSc Data Science and AI for 
the Creative Industries
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Assignment brief

Pick one Wikipedia entry that could benefit from correction through a decolonial lense. 

Start by researching some specific data within Wikipedia and other archival sources 

related to London colonial histories, including but not limited to this list already started by 

Lucy Panesar. Write a 500 word report considering how data science methods may be 

used to aid the process of updating the entry.

https://artslondon-my.sharepoint.com/:x:/g/personal/l_panesar_lcc_arts_ac_uk/ERUvndcLYSpBkuwZl7ArPF0B3h-IhkQMkwqeLcQnbsjQ1A?e=qmsH2C




TODAY'S PRESENTATION

1. Who is Jan Smuts?

2. Why this historical figure?

3. Apartheid Laws timeline

4. Wikipedia entry

5. Why Lack there is lack of information?

6. How Data Centric approaches can help

7. Data Centric Approaches have 

disadvantages.

8. Conclusion

Crysern Smith

DECOLONIAL AND DATA 

CENTRIC APPROACHES ON 

IMPROVING WIKIPEDIA 

ENTRIES



Can We Share the Same Wikipedia Page?
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Take Marc Aurel Stein's Wikipedia page as an example, discussing decolonizing 

Wikipedia and data-centred edition.

Yirou Tang

Data Science & AI for the Creative Industries, Creative Computing Institute

Welcome to contact me: y.tang0320212@arts.ac.uk



External, Extra-Curricula with the 

South London Gallery



Screenshot of 1911 

Festival of Empire

Wikipedia page co-edited 

by Lucy Panesar and 

Lydia Wilks in Spring 2021

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Festival_of_Empire


Screenshot of initial Google 

Sketchup work by Crystal 

Palace Museum volunteer 

David Cardew, Spring 2021
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Places Never Seen
hosted by the South London 
Gallery in partnership with UAL 
and Wikimedia UK and enabled 
by Heritage Lottery Funding

https://framevr.io/places-never-seen
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Art Assassins
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Festival of Empire – Crystal Palace Park, 1911
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The All Red Route
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The Pageant of London
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Clay workshop with Art Assassins
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Decolonising Wikipedia x
London’s Colonial Her/Histories next steps
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UAL in-curricula → Extra-curricula → External orgs →



Q+A



Thank you!!!
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https://decolonisingwikipedianetwork.myblog.arts.ac.uk/

https://festivalofempire.myblog.arts.ac.uk/

https://decolonisingwikipedianetwork.myblog.arts.ac.uk/
https://festivalofempire.myblog.arts.ac.uk/

